Abstract.-The assumption of strictly neutral evolution is fundamental to the multispecies coalescent model and permits the derivation of gene tree distributions and coalescent times conditioned on a given species tree. In this study, we conduct computer simulations to explore the effects of violating this assumption in the form of species-specific positive selection when estimating species trees, species delimitations, and coalescent parameters under the model. We simulated data sets under an array of evolutionary scenarios that differ in both speciation parameters (i.e., divergence times, strength of selection) and experimental design (i.e., number of loci sampled) and incorporated species-specific positive selection occurring within branches of a species tree to identify the effects of selection on multispecies coalescent inferences. Our results highlight particular evolutionary scenarios and parameter combinations in which inferences may be more, or less, susceptible to the effects of positive selection. In some extreme cases, selection can decrease error in species delimitation and increase error in species tree estimation, yet these inferences appear to be largely robust to the effects of positive selection under many conditions likely to be encountered in empirical data sets.
Multispecies coalescent models provide a valuable parameterization of the evolutionary processes that underlie neutral divergence between reproductively isolated lineages (Rannala and Yang 2003; Liu et al. 2009; Fujita et al. 2012; Edwards et al. 2016) . Coalescent processes occurring within ancestral species can often yield genealogical discordance among loci as a result of incomplete lineage sorting (ILS). ILS is responsible for wide-spread phylogenetic heterogeneity observed across the Tree of Life, and when unaccounted for, ILS can have significant impacts on both species tree estimation and species delimitation (Heled and Drummond 2010; Huang et al. 2010; Camargo et al. 2012) . Multispecies coalescent models account for ILS by parameterizing the width (population sizes) and depth (divergence times) of a given species tree, thereby providing a statistical framework for inferring evolutionary relationships despite genealogical conflicts (Degnan and Rosenberg 2009; Edwards 2009a; Yang and Rannala 2010) .
Genetic variation, however, may be subject to a variety of evolutionary processes (in addition to neutral coalescence) occurring along branches of a species tree, several of which may violate assumptions of the multispecies coalescent model. For example, recent studies have documented the impacts of gene flow on coalescent species tree estimation and species delimitation in both simulated and empirical data sets (Zhang et al. 2011; Leaché et al. 2014; Burbrink and Guiher 2015) . Under certain conditions (>0.1 migrant per generation), admixture occurring between lineages will bias species tree estimation and lead to false clustering of distantly related taxa, whereas species delimitation appears to be misled by the effects of gene flow only when migration rates are on the order of~1 migrant per generation (Eckert and Carstens 2008; Zhang et al. 2011; Leaché et al. 2014) . In contrast to the effects gene flow, simulation studies suggest that coalescent species tree estimation may be relatively robust to the effects of unrecognized recombination within loci (Lanier and Knowles 2012) . The impacts of natural selection on species tree estimates and delimitation, however, are far less understood and have never been formally evaluated.
The multispecies coalescent model provides the probability distribution of coalescent times and gene tree topologies expected under neutral evolution on a given species tree. This assumption of neutrality is fundamental to all coalescent models used to infer population parameters and permits the mathematical treatment of the genealogical and mutational processes as independently modeled phenomena (Wakeley 2008) . Natural selection, however, will favor the population trajectory of particular alleles such that the coalescent process of a selected locus will depend on its allelic state -this in turn may manipulate genealogical histories in complex and often unpredictable ways (Kaplan et al. 1989; Barton et al. 2004) . Simulating coalescent genealogies with selection is often challenging, and only a single existing program allows the simulation of genetic data under evolutionary scenarios that incorporate both selection and complex demographic histories (Ewing and Hermisson 2010) . Given the difficulties of modeling natural selection within a coalescent framework, no species tree estimation or species delimitation framework currently accounts for selection. Additionally, selection may further complicate phylogenetic inference by interacting with other aspects of the speciation, such as population sizes, divergence times, mutation rates, gene flow, and recombination 2018 ADAMS ET AL.-SELECTION AND THE MULTISPECIES COALESCENT 1077 (Kaplan et al. 1989; Barton et al. 2004; Lanier and Knowles 2012) .
The impacts of natural selection on species tree estimation and species delimitation have received little attention, and when discussed, opinions on the subject have varied widely among authors. Recent studies have disagreed over the relative importance of accounting for selection when conducting species tree estimation (Edwards et al. 2016; Springer and Gatesy 2016 ). At the gene tree level, particular patterns of selection are thought to have profound effects on phylogenetic inference when present (Edwards 2009b) , and systematic errors have been documented in gene tree reconstruction in the presence of strong convergent selection (Stewart et al. 1987; Castoe et al. 2009 ). Given that selection is thought to occur in nature at a relatively small proportion of the nuclear genome, species tree estimation methods that analyze multiple unlinked loci are assumed to be relatively robust to the presence of selected loci-"misleading" signal generated by selected loci are assumed to be overwhelmed by the majority of neutral loci sampled (Edwards 2009b; Edwards et al. 2016) . However, recent studies have suggested that both the direct and indirect effects of selection could be more pervasive across the genome than previously thought (Hahn 2008; McVicker et al. 2009; Scally et al. 2012; Corbett-Detig et al. 2015) , and other studies have demonstrated that positive selection at even a small number of sites can indeed overwhelm gene tree inference (Castoe et al. 2009 ) and bias demographic estimates, such as reduced population sizes (Schrider et al. 2016) .
Particular types or patterns of selection are thought to be less problematic for multispecies coalescent inferences (i.e., purifying selection), which may manifest primarily as reduced substitution rates and suppressed ILS at selected loci (Rannala and Yang 2003; Edwards 2009b; Zhu and Yang 2012; Edwards et al. 2016) . Genes involved in speciation and adaptation are thought to provide better resolution of species histories (i.e., increased probability of monophyly), although it is unclear how this may directly translate to inferences under the multispecies coalescent model (Hey 1994; Ting et al. 2000; Rosenberg 2003 ). Recent studies have also shown that traits experiencing positive selection may provide better resolution of closely-related taxa when compared with neutral loci that exhibit minimal signal of reproductive isolation when species diverged recently (Solís-Lemus et al. 2015) . Conversely, multiple studies have suggested that loci experiencing species-specific positive selection are not appropriate for coalescent species tree estimation and species delimitation analyses (Rannala and Yang 2003; Yang and Rannala 2010; Zhang et al. 2011; Springer and Gatesy 2016) , primarily because they violate the core assumption of the model. Regardless, it is likely that large, multi-locus data sets may include some proportion of loci that have evolved under selection, and while it may be logical to filter away such loci from empirical data sets, the task of identifying targets of selection is not trivial. Accordingly, we see it as an urgent need to understand the potential consequences of positive selection on phylogenetic inference under models that assume strictly neutral evolution.
The question therefore remains: can species-specific positive selection influence coalescent species tree estimation and/or species delimitation? Herein, we address this question using coalescent simulations to evaluate the impacts of positive selection on multispecies coalescent inferences under a range of evolutionary scenarios and experimental conditions. We simulated genealogies and associated alignments both with and without selection occurring within a single taxon, and quantified differences between the simulated and inferred species models with respect to species tree topology, species delimitation, and demographic parameter estimates. Because these inferences are based on the assumption that gene trees are strictly a function of neutral coalescence occurring within species trees, we also characterized the effects of selection on gene tree distributions across our simulations. Our intentions were not to exhaustively explore all potential scenarios of selection and diversification histories, nor to evaluate the performance of different methods (Leaché and Rannala 2011; Sukumaran and Knowles 2017) , but rather to provide a critical "first-step" perspective on the potential impacts of selection on coalescent inferences of evolutionary history. We evaluated the impacts of selection using the program Bayesian Phylogenetics and Phylogeography (BPP) (Yang and Rannala 2010) because it offers a general framework for both species tree estimation and species delimitation. Our analyses and interpretations were thus guided by three primary questions: 1) To what degree and in what direction can positive selection influence species tree estimation and delimitation? 2) What particular evolutionary scenarios and experimental conditions are most susceptible to the effects of selection? and 3) What practical concerns do positively-selected loci pose to analyses of empirical data sets?
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Three-Species Simulation Model
We designed a multifactorial simulation experiment in which data were simulated under different evolutionary and experimental conditions that varied with respect to species divergence times, data set size (i.e., total number of loci), proportion of selected loci, selection strength, and sample size (i.e., number of haplotypes sampled per species). Our approach follows previous simulation-based studies of Bayesian species tree estimation and species delimitation methods, with several key differences (McCormack et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2011; Lanier and Knowles 2012; Leaché et al. 2014) . Briefly, our simulation framework consisted of 1) simulating genealogies (with and without selection) using the program MSMS (Ewing and Hermisson 2010) , 2) simulating 1000 base DNA sequence alignments under the JC69 model VOL. 67 FIGURE 1. Species tree and experimental parameters used for simulating genealogies under the multispecies coalescent model both with and without selection. Dotted lines within the species tree represent an example genealogy in which a selective sweep has occurred in Species-A lineages immediately after speciation, such that all Species-B and Species-C lineages coalesce in the root Species-ABC before reaching a common ancestor with any Species-A lineages. (Jukes and Cantor 1969) on simulated genealogies, 3) conducting Bayesian species tree estimation and species delimitation using BPP (Yang and Rannala 2010) for each simulated data set, and 4) quantifying differences between the true species model (upon which simulations were made) and posterior models inferred via Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. We evaluated the effects of selection on inferences of a three-species model with parameters described by the multispecies coalescent: population size parameters ( A , B , C , AB , ABC ), divergence times ( AB , ABC ), and topology ((Species-A, Species-B), Species-C) (Fig. 1) . We choose a three-species model so that we could tractably test a wide-range of experimental conditions, parameter values and combinations, and for comparative purposes with recent similar studies using a three-species model to study the effects of gene flow (Zhang et al. 2011) .
We hypothesized that the impacts of positive selection would be most relevant when species are relatively closely related and population sizes are large, and thus we tailored our simulations to variations of these scenarios, which also represent more challenging problems for species delimitation and species tree estimation (Maddison and Knowles 2006; Leaché and Rannala 2011; Zhang et al. 2011) . For all simulation experiments, we set a constant value of = 0.01 for all ancestral and extant species in the model ( A = B = C = AB = ABC = 4N = 0.01) and a diploid population size N e = 100,000 individuals, which corresponds to a mutation rate = 2.5×10 −8 substitutions per site per generation. We chose this value of because it falls within the range of empirical estimates of (0.0005-0.02) for many animal and plant species (Zhang and Hewitt 2003) , and the mutation rate of 2.5 × 10 −8 has been suggested for a number of taxa, including humans (Nachman and Crowell 2000) . This value is therefore likely representative of many species and has also been used in previous simulation-based studies (Zhang et al. 2011) . For our simulations, we tested a total of nine different three-taxon models that differ in relative divergence times ( AB , ABC ; Fig. 1 ). We used three different simulation models that differed by three orders of magnitude for the root node depth of the species tree ( ABC ): shallow ( ABC = 0.0001), moderate-depth ( ABC = 0.001), and deep species tree models ( ABC = 0.01; Fig. 1 ). For each of these three different models of species tree depth, we also tested three values for the time at which Species-A and Species-B diverged from one another ( AB ): recent ( AB = ABC ×0.1), medium ( AB = ABC ×0.5), and ancient divergence ( AB = ABC ×0.9; Fig. 1 ). This has the effect of shortening or elongating the internode distance (i.e., length of the ancestral Species-AB branch) in relation to the species tree height ( AB ); parameters that have been shown to significantly impact both species tree estimation and delimitation (Maddison and Knowles 2006; Leaché and Rannala 2011; Zhang et al. 2011) .
Simulating Selection on Multispecies Coalescent Models
We used the program MSMS (Ewing and Hermisson 2010) example, with a diploid population size of N e = 100,000 and w aa = 0.90 (aa homozygotes produce 10% fewer offspring), we would specify s aa =−20,000 to simulate data in which strong positive selection is driving the A allele toward fixation with complete dominance. Our goal was to tractably evaluate the effects of selection across a variety of conditions using three different selection strengths for each species model and parameter combination: weak (s aa =−2000), strong (s aa =−20,000), and very strong (s aa =−100,000) selection pressure against the recessive genotype within a single species (Species-A). For brevity, we refer to these three selection strengths in terms of the absolute difference in fitness between the homozygous AA and aa genotypes s = 1−Waa 1 : "weak" ("W", s = 0.01), "strong" ("S", s = 0.10), and "very strong" ("VS", s = 0.50) selection. We also specified the forward and backward mutation rate at the selected site equal to 2.5 × 10 −8 . We set the starting time of selection to occur immediately after the divergence of Species-A and Species-B ( AB ), and set the starting allele frequency to 0.000005; these scenarios effectively represent a novel, beneficial mutation within a single individual within Species-A that arises immediately after its ancestral divergence from Species-B. We tested different sampling schemes (number of total loci, number of selected loci, and number of haplotypes sampled per species) to evaluate how different experimental designs may be more or less susceptible to the effects of selection (Fig. 1) . We used three different data set sizes (1-locus, 2-loci, and 10-loci) and varied the proportion of selected loci within these data sets: 0% (neutral), 10%, 20%, 50%, and 100% ( Fig. 1) . We also explored how two different sample sizes interacted with the amount of selection present in the data sets (5 or 20 haplotypes sampled per species; Fig. 1 ).
In addition to our BPP analyses, we simulated 10 4 genealogies and alignments for each species tree model (9 total divergence models) and experimental condition (neutral and 3 selection coefficients, 2 sample sizes: 10 4 ×9×4×2 = 720,000) that were used to quantify the effects of selection on gene tree distributions and to provide a population genetic perspective to our findings (Figs. 2 and 3). Based on these data, we quantified the percentage of gene trees that exhibit complete monophyly for all Species-A lineages (i.e., the example genealogy shown in Fig. 1 ) for each set of simulated genealogies. Next, we simulated alignments and calculated F ST by sampling a single SNP from each of simulated locus to obtain a distribution of F ST for each simulation condition. We also conducted two pairwise lineage comparisons: Species-A versus Species-B and Species-B versus Species-C using scripts provided in the R package GppFst (Adams et al. 2016) .
Simulation of Sequence Alignments
DNA sequence data were simulated using the program Seq-Gen (Rambaut and Grassly 1997) for each genealogy simulated by MSMS. We evolved 1000 bp alignments under the JC69 model (Jukes and Cantor 1969) for all simulated data sets. For the genealogies that experience positive selection, our approach effectively models a 1000 bp sequence that is genetically linked to a single positively-selected site (i.e., the selected site is not included in the alignment).
Running the rjMCMC Algorithms
We simulated 200 replicate data sets for each parameter and sampling combination. We conducted Bayesian species tree estimation (algorithm 01), unguided species delimitation (algorithm 11), and parameter estimation (algorithm 00) using the program BPP (Yang and Rannala 2010) . For all BPP analyses, we used gamma prior distributions with expectations at the true simulated value for the root node depth ( ABC ) and population parameters ( Fig. 1) , and we set the species model prior to the default "Prior 1" setting, which assigns equal probabilities on the three rooted topologies; similar prior settings have been used in other recent simulation studies (Yang and Rannala 2010; Zhang et al. 2011) . We used the true simulated species topology ((A, B), C) as the starting topology for all analyses. We ran the MCMC algorithms implemented in BPP for a total of 110,000 iterations (sampling every 10) and designated the first 10,000 iterations to be discarded as burn-in. We calculated the mean and standard deviation of posterior probabilities of the three possible rooted topologies and of species delimitation hypotheses across all 200 replicates. We used the mean value of the posterior distribution for each of the 200 replicates for and parameters and plotted the total mean and standard deviation for these estimates under each set of experimental parameters. Our entire simulation study comprised 86,400 uniquely simulated data sets, which were analyzed independently for species tree estimation, species delimitation and parameter estimation for a total of 86,400 × 3 = 259,200 BPP analyses (Fig. 1) .
RESULTS
The Effect of Positive Selection on Gene Tree Distributions and Population Genetic Statistics
We find that species-specific positive selection can bias gene trees toward topologies in which all Species-A lineages coalesce before coalescing with Species-B or Species-C lineages (Fig. 2) . In other words, genealogies simulated under selection show an increased propensity for Species-A monophyly when compared with neutral loci (i.e., the example genealogy shown in Fig. 1 ). As would be predicted, our simulations demonstrate that the degree to which selection influences lineage sorting is a function of the selection coefficient and divergence times (both ABC and AB ). This effect scales with the strength of selection, and in all cases we found that >85% of genealogies exhibited monophyly of Species-A lineages even when species diverged very recently. We also observed a strong inverse relationship between tree depth ( ABC ) and the strength of selection required to influence genealogical distributions. For example, even weak selection can result in major shifts in gene tree distributions in our deep species tree models, whereas only stronger selection coefficients are able to substantially influence the sorting of Species-A lineages in our shallow species simulations (Fig. 2) . For the shallow species simulations ( ABC = 0.0001, AB = 0.00001) with five samples per species, 0% of genealogies are completely sorted within Species-A under both neutral evolution and weak selection (s = 0.01), while 29.54% and 93.20% are completely sorted with strong (s = 0.10) and very strong selection (s = 0.50), respectively (Fig. 2a) . We observed a similar trend between weaker selection and the relative divergence time between Species-A and Species-B ( AB ).
We find that selection increases estimates of F ST compared with neutral loci, yielding patterns of differentiation that are incorrectly interpreted as greater lineage divergence when compared with neutral loci (Fig. 3) . Importantly, F ST between Species-A and Species-B often exceeded that between Species-B and the more distantly related outgroup Species-C, when loci are under selection in Species-A (Fig. 3a vs. b) . For example, although the divergence time between Species-A and Species-B ( AB = 0.00001) was two orders of magnitude lower than the divergence with Species-C ( ABC = 0.001), average F ST between Species-A and Species-B under very strong selection is over twice (0.227) that measured between Species-B and Species-C (0.093; Fig. 3a vs. b) .
The Effects of Selection on Estimates of Species Divergence Time and Population Size Parameters
Evaluation of the effects of selection on four parameters ( ABC , AB , A , B ) confirm that selection can bias parameter estimates toward larger estimates of species divergence times ( ABC , AB ) and smaller estimates of population size parameters for the species under selection ( A ) compared with the true simulated values and neutral estimates (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Figs. S1 and S2 available on Dryad at https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.5v3b5). We also observe a slight increase in population size parameter estimates of the sister taxon, Species-B ( B ) in some analyses ( Supplementary Fig. S1 available on Dryad). Biases in parameter estimates appear to be largely a function of the proportion of loci under selection, and the strength of selection, and in many scenarios, increasing the number of individuals sampled per taxa also increases the severity of bias. Because the relative severity of the impacts of selection on these parameter estimates depends largely on the species tree depth ( ABC ) and Species-AB divergence time ( AB ), we discuss our results separately in the context of each of the three-species depth models below.
Shallow species trees.-Our simulation analyses indicate that selection can bias estimates of divergence times ( ABC , AB ) and population size parameters ( A , B ) on shallow species trees ( ABC = 0.0001; Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. S1 available on Dryad). Selection can bias estimates of ABC and AB toward larger values, meaning that data sets including loci under selection lead to incorrectly older estimates of speciation times when compared with neutral data sets. While strong selection at multiple loci can substantially bias parameters inferred from 2-and 10-locus data sets, and estimates appear robust to the presence of weak selection in many cases (Fig. 4) . We also find that selection can bias estimates of the population size parameters A and B under certain conditions (Fig. 4a-c and Supplementary Fig. S1d -f available on Dryad). Under the most extreme conditions explored in which 100% of loci in 10-locus data sets evolved under very strong selection, A is decreased by 97.9% (0.00021; Fig. 4c ). Using the simulated mutation rate ( = 2.5×10 −8 ), this corresponds to an N e estimate of only 2100 individuals, while the true population size simulated was 100,000. These biases are substantially reduced under more realistic conditions, as when only 10% of loci are under selection (Fig. 4c, light  gray) .
Moderate-depth species trees.-Positive selection can also bias parameter estimates under our models of moderate species trees ( ABC = 0.001, Fig. 4 ), but these biases are less pronounced compared with our shallow species tree analyses. Estimates of ABC , AB , and B are often inflated as the number and strength of selection increases, while A estimates are biased toward smaller values (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. S1 available on Dryad). These effects are most prominent when Species-A and Species-B diverged recently under this moderate-depth species tree model (i.e., AB = 0.0001; Fig. 4 data sets that include only a small proportion of loci (10-20%) that have evolved under even strong selection, as well as weak selection even at 100% of loci (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. S1 available on Dryad; light gray shading).
Deep species trees.-Our results suggest that selection has little influence over parameter estimates for deep species tree models ( ABC = 0.01, Supplementary Fig. S2 available on Dryad), except when AB = 0.001 and only A appears to be susceptible to strong selection ( Supplementary Fig. S2a -c, blue lines available on Dryad). In all other scenarios, estimates of ABC , AB , A , and B under scenarios of selection are nearly equivalent to neutral inferences, regardless of the strength or prevalence of selection (i.e., proportion of selected loci), and regardless of sample sizes (5 vs. 20). Even under the most extreme scenarios of positive selection in 10-locus data sets (100% of loci under very strong selection), the parameter estimates are nearly identical to neutral inferences when AB 0.005 ( Supplementary Fig. S2 , black and red lines available on Dryad).
The Effects of Selection on Species Delimitation
We evaluated the effects of positive selection on Bayesian coalescent species delimitation by comparing the average posterior probability (across the 200 replicates) of a species model consisting of three-species (P 3 ), the posterior probabilities of Species-A (P A ) and Species-B (P B ), and the posterior support for an incorrect inference of Species-B and Species-C being a single species (Species-BC; P BC ). Herein, increasing P 3 , P A , and P B due to the presence of selection in the data represents increased confidence in the true simulation model. Conversely, an increase in P BC due to selection represents a statistical bias toward an incorrect inference, because Species-B and Species-C were simulated as true, genetically isolated species. In general, we find that the effects of selection on posterior probabilities of species hypotheses are strongest in our shallow simulation models and when Species-AB diverged relatively recently (i.e., shorter AB ). Additionally, our simulation analyses indicate that the effects of selection on posterior probabilities increase with larger sample sizes (i.e., 5 vs. 20). In most cases, weak selection appears
FIGURE 5. Selection can increase posterior probabilities of species hypotheses for the shallow (top) and moderate-depth (bottom) species tree model. Results are shown for the probability of three species (P 3 ; a-c and g-i) and the probability of Species-A (P A ; d-f and j-l).
to have minimal influence over posterior probabilities (Fig. 5, light gray) , and we often find little difference between estimates obtained from strictly neutral data sets and those inferred from data sets comprising fewer loci under selection (i.e., 10-20%), but not always.
Shallow species trees.-We find that positive selection can influence Bayesian coalescent species delimitation on shallow species trees ( ABC = 0.0001), particularly when multiple loci have evolved under strong selection (s = 0.10, 0.50; Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. S3 available on Dryad). The effects of selection on posterior probabilities of species hypotheses increases with the strength of selection and the number of selected loci included in the analyses. For example, selection inflates estimates of P 3 , P A , P B , to varying degrees depending on the percentage of loci under selection and the particular selection coefficient. We also find that the relative divergence times between Species-A and Species-B ( AB ), and larger sample sizes, have substantial synergistic effects that determine the degree that selection influences posterior probabilities, which appear most susceptible to the effects of selection when Species-A and Species-B are more closely related (Fig. 5, blue lines) and 20 individuals are sampled (Fig. 5c and f) .
We find that selection increased posterior probabilities of single-locus based species delimitation when a single neutral locus did not appear to provide strong resolution of species ( Fig. 5a and d) . We also identified similar trends in species probabilities as the proportion of loci under strong selection increased for the 2-and 10-locus analyses. When 10% of loci are under selection in 10-locus data sets (i.e., a single selected locus) the effects of selection on P 3 , P A , and P B are relatively weak, but are greater when selection is strong, 20 haplotypes are sampled per species, and Species-A and Species-B diverged recently ( AB = 0.00001, Fig. 5c and f and Supplementary Fig. S3a -c available on Dryad). We also find a small, but measurable increase in P BC in several analyses ( Supplementary Fig. S3d -f available on Dryad). In the most extreme scenarios where all 10 loci evolved under strong selection and 5 haplotypes were sampled per species, P BC (0.314) is over four times that of 10 neutral loci (P BC = 0.077). However, this bias appears largely restricted to scenarios of strong selection, and is reduced under even slightly more realistic conditions ( Supplementary Fig. S3 , light gray vs. dark gray available on Dryad).
Moderate-depth species trees.-Our results indicate that selection can also influence species delimitation on moderate-depth species trees under some conditions ( ABC = 0.001; Fig. 5 ), but far less than we observed with shallow species model. In other words, selection has less influence over estimates of more distantly related taxa when compared with more recently-diverged species 1084 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 67 (Fig. 5 , top vs. bottom panels). Similar to our analyses of the shallow simulation models, selection yields higher P 3 , P A , P B , and P BC estimates compared with neutral locus data sets. These effects are largely limited to scenarios in which Species-A and Species-B are recently diverged ( AB = 0.0001; Fig. 5 , blue line), and are far less pronounced or unobserved when AB is older (Fig. 5,  black and red lines) . In general, moderate-depth species tree simulations have far less sensitivity to the varying strengths of selection and reduced sensitivity to the number of haplotypes sampled.
Deep species trees.-As with our moderate-depth simulation analyses, we find that selection only impacts species delimitation on the deep species model ( ABC = 0.01) when Species-A and Species-B diverge relatively recently, and only in 1-and 2-locus analyses ( AB = 0.001, blue line; Supplementary Fig. S4 available on Dryad). In these scenarios, we find that even weak selection can increase P 3 , P A , and P B when compared with neutral loci. Outside of these special conditions, we otherwise find that the posterior probabilities of the true simulation model (P 3 , P A , and P B ) approach 1.0 and P BC = 0.0 under nearly all other simulated scenarios, regardless of the selection strength, the proportion of selected loci, and the number of individuals sampled ( Supplementary Fig. S4 available on Dryad).
The Effects of Selection on Species Tree Estimation
We quantified the effects of species-specific positive selection on coalescent species tree estimation by measuring the posterior probability of two competing rooted topologies: the true species topology ((Species-A, Species-B), Species-C) indicated by P ABC , and an incorrect topology ((Species-B, Species-C), Species-A) indicated by P BCA . We find that decreases in P ABC always coincide with increases in P BCA , and that the probability of the third possible rooted topology ((Species-A, Species-C), Species-B) is largely unaffected by selection and remains consistently low (results not shown). If selection increases P ABC compared with neutral conditions, then selection reduces error in species tree estimation. Conversely, if selection increases P BCA, selection increases error in species tree estimation and biases inferences toward the incorrect rooted topology (i.e., selection is positively misleading). In general, we find that positive selection can influence species tree estimation particularly when species are more closely related, the ancestral Species-AB branch is shorter, more individuals are sampled per taxa, and strong selection is present at multiple loci.
Shallow species trees.-Our simulations suggest that species-specific positive selection can influence species topology estimates in the context of our shallow species model ( ABC = 0.0001), particularly when selection is strong, the proportion of selected loci is high, and more than a single selected locus is sampled (Fig. 6a and Supplementary Fig. S5a available on Dryad). Additionally, the effects of selection on posterior probabilities of species topologies increase with larger sample sizes (i.e., 5 vs. 20) and when Species-A and Species-B diverged more anciently (i.e., larger AB ). Under specific scenarios of selection, our simulations demonstrate that selection can mislead species tree estimation by increasing P BCA and simultaneously decreasing P ABC to varying degrees as a function of experimental parameters (i.e., sample sizes) and evolutionary conditions (i.e., selection coefficient). For example, positive selection at a single locus slightly increases the probability of the wrong species topology from P BCA = 0.324 under neutral conditions to 0.358, and 0.447 for strong and very strong selection, respectively, when five haplotypes are sampled and AB = 0.00001 ( Supplementary Fig. S5a available on Dryad). When sampling is increased to 20, P BCA is further increased to over 2.5 × (0.608) that of neutral inferences (0.242) for data sets consisting of a single locus under very strong selection. Tracking increases in P BCA in the presence of selection, the posterior probability of the true tree (P ABC ) decreases from 0.523 under neutral estimates to 0.493, 0.395, and 0.207 under weak, strong, and very strong selection coefficients, respectively ( AB = 0.00001; Supplementary Fig. S5a available on Dryad).
We observed similar effects of selection for species trees inferred from 2-locus data sets ( Supplementary  Fig. S5a available on Dryad). As expected, the statistical bias introduced by selection increases as the number of selected loci, the strength of selection, number of individuals sampled, and AB increases. For example, when AB = 0.00009, P BCA (0.752) is over twice that inferred from strictly neutral loci and P ABC is less than half that of neutral inferences (0.128) when both loci are under strong selection (neutral P BCA = 0.332, P ABC = 0.351). Similarly, species trees estimated from 10-locus data sets may also be biased toward the wrong topology as the number of loci under selection, strength of selection, number of individuals, and AB increase. In the most extreme conditions in which all 10 loci are under very strong selection, 20 haplotypes are sampled per species, and AB = 0.00001, P BCA increases to over 60-fold (0.629) that inferred from 10 neutral loci (0.020) and P ABC decreases to 0.224 (neutral P ABC = 0.960; Fig. 6a ). When AB = 0.00009, P BCA increases to 0.472, 0.906, and 0.962, while P ABC decreases to 0.273, 0.048, and 0.019 under weak, strong, and very strong selection, respectively (neutral P BCA = 0.308 and P ABC = 0.4000). However, these biases are substantially reduced under even slightly more realistic conditions, as observed when 10% of loci experienced positive selection (i.e., a single locus; Fig. 6a ).
Moderate-depth species trees.-Selected loci can also bias species tree estimation toward the incorrect topology for moderate-depth species trees ( ABC = 0.001; Fig. 6b and Supplementary S5b available on Dryad). As with shallow species models, the effects of selection on P BCA and P ABC increase with the strength of selection, number a) b) FIGURE 6. Species-specific positive selection can bias species tree estimates of shallow (a) and moderate-depth (b) species models. Violin plots show the distribution of posterior probabilities of the correct rooted species topology (P ABC ) and incorrect topology (P BCA ) across 200 replicates (mean shown in black) for data sets consisting of 1-locus (bottom), 2-loci (middle), and 10-loci (top) that were simulated with either 5 (left) or 20 samples per species (right) under three different Species-AB divergence times (from left to right): AB = 0.00001, 0.00005, and 0.00009. A gradient ranging from white to dark gray shading indicates the different percentages of loci under selection: 0% (neutral, white), 10%, 20%, 50%, and 100% (dark gray). For simulations with selection, we varied the strength of selection: weak ("W", s = 0.01), strong ("S", s = 0.10), and very strong ("VS", s = 0.5) selection coefficients.
of selected loci, number of individuals sampled per taxa, and AB . Generally, we find that biases introduced by selection are less pronounced on moderate-depth species trees when compared with shallow species trees (Fig. 6a  vs. b) . We find that in all cases, reducing the number of individuals sampled also reduces the statistical biases observed in the analysis of selected loci.
In our single-locus estimates of species topologies, P BCA increases to 0.533, 0.557, and 0.583, while P ABC decreases to 0.236, 0.239, and 0.212 under weak, strong, and very strong selection coefficients, respectively, when AB = 0.0009 and 20 haplotypes are sampled per taxa (neutral P BCA = 0.299 and P ABC = 0.404). Analyses of the more recently diverged simulations ( AB = 0.0001,0.0005) show similar trends and the overall effects of selection on P BCA and P ABC are reduced when only five haplotypes are sampled per species ( Supplementary  Fig. S5b available on Dryad). We observed similar trends for 2-locus data sets, as biases introduced by selection are also most prominent when AB = 0.0009 and 20 haplotypes are sampled per taxa. However, when only one of the two loci are under selection, P BCA and P ABC are closer to those based on neutral inferences (i.e., inferences are less biased with the addition of 1086 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 67 even a single neutral locus). For 10-locus data sets, our results suggest that species tree estimates can be strongly biased toward the wrong topology in the presence of weak selection at all 10 loci: P BCA increases to 0.856, 0.934, and 0.932, while P ABC decreases to 0.096, 0.042, 0.049, for weak, strong, and very strong selection coefficients, respectively, when AB = 0.0009 and 20 haplotypes are sampled per species (neutral P BCA = 0.189, P ABC = 0.628, Fig. 6b ). Similar biases are observed in our simulated data sets when AB = 0.0005, but are less pronounced. We find that species tree probabilities are largely unaffected by selection when AB = 0.0001, even when all 10 loci evolved under very strong selection (Fig. 6b) .
Deep trees.-Our simulation analyses indicate that selection does not appear to measurably influence species tree estimation on deep species trees ( Supplementary Fig. S6 available on Dryad). Regardless of the number of selected loci, selection strength, sample sizes (5 vs. 20), and Species-AB divergence time ( AB ), P BCA and P ABC are equivalent between results for neutral and selected loci (0 and 1.0, respectively).
DISCUSSION
The multispecies coalescent model has become a cornerstone of molecular systematics, yet major questions remain about the impacts of model violations, such as selection. Previous studies have relied on intuition to formulate arguments for the robustness (or lack of) of coalescent inferences to the presence of selection. Our study thus represents a "first-step" perspective into the effects of model violations in the form of species-specific positive selection, which we have shown to bias gene tree distributions and influence downstream estimates of evolutionary history under certain conditions explored in our simulations. Importantly, our simulations suggest that the efficacy of natural selection to influence species tree and species delimitation estimates is highly dependent on particular evolutionary scenarios and experimental conditions, and these factors are relevant when considering the practical implications of our study. In general, we find that selection often acts synergistically with other parameters, such that the effects of selection are greatest when sample sizes are large, strong selection is present at multiple loci, and species are recently diverged. In agreement with opinions discussed in previous studies (Edwards 2009a; Edwards et al. 2016) , we find that species tree estimates and delimitations are relatively robust to the effects of selection under more realistic conditions explored in our simulations that are most likely to be encountered in empirical studies. Nonetheless, we documented both expected and unexpected trends in the presence and absence of selection, which should serve as an initial benchmark for understanding the effects of positive selection on coalescent inferences of phylogeny.
Selection can Bias Estimates of Population Size and
Divergence Time We find that loci under positive selection tend to provide misleading evidence of smaller effective population sizes and deeper divergence times for the taxa experiencing positive selection (Fig. 4) . These biases are most exaggerated when species are relatively closely related (i.e., shallow-and moderate-depth simulations) and are minor when lineages are deeply diverged. Selection increases the rate of coalescence (O'Fallon et al. 2010) , thus resembling a decrease in that yields genealogies characterized by short coalescent times and monophyletic topologies for taxa under selection (Charlesworth 2009 ). Interestingly, we also identified a slight increase in the effective population size estimates for the sister taxon not experiencing selection ( B ) when selection is present in a closely related, yet geneticallydistinct species (herein, Species-A). The number of individuals sampled per species also increases these biases, particularly when species are recently-diverged. In many scenarios, we find that relatively weak selection had little effect on parameter estimates, and that increasing the proportion of neutral loci substantially reduced (i.e., diluted) biases introduced by selection.
Selected Loci Increase Posterior Probabilities of Species
Hypotheses Selected loci may have substantial effects on coalescent species delimitation under some scenarios. In our simulations, the inclusion of selected loci tended to increase the statistical resolution of species because selected genealogies exhibit an increased propensity for monophyly. Loci under selection also bias estimates of and , providing stronger evidence of genetic isolation of lineages when compared with neutral loci. These findings are intuitive from a population genetic perspective: positive selection will drive more rapid changes in allele frequency, providing stronger signal of population differentiation, compared with loci evolving under neutral processes (i.e., Fig. 3 ).
As observed in previous studies (e.g., Zhang et al. 2011; Yang and Rannala 2010b) , we find that statistical resolution of species increases with the number of loci, number of individuals sampled per taxa, and divergence times. Our simulations demonstrate that selected loci can further increase posterior probabilities of species hypotheses (P 3 , P A , and P B ) when compared with inferences based solely on neutral loci. We also observed a slight increase in P BC in some cases; this effect was relatively weak compared with increases in P 3 , P A , and P B , and was largely restricted to specific scenarios. Our findings therefore imply that the type of selection we simulated (directional selection within single species) primarily acts to decrease error in species delimitation inferences. However, these effects are substantially reduced as the proportion of neutral loci is increased. Indeed, inferences from neutral data sets and data sets containing 10-20% selected loci were 1087 often comparable. Selection also had little influence over estimates of deeply-diverged taxa because neutral loci alone exhibit sufficient evidence of evolutionary independence when species are distantly related (i.e., P 3 = P A = P B = 1.0).
Phylogenetic resolution of closely-related species complexes is notoriously challenging, and thus we based our simulations on recently diverged taxa to understand the effects of selection in such scenarios (Maddison and Knowles 2006; Shaffer and Thomson 2007; Leavitt et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2012; Pepper et al. 2013) . Inferences based on a single locus or on few loci often suffer from considerable uncertainty due to ILS and gene tree estimation error (i.e., lack of phylogenetic signal) that may be prevalent when species are recently-diverged. In many cases, we find that posterior inferences derived from neutral data sets were the same or nearly the same as the prior probabilities (i.e., P 3 = 1/3), generally highlighting the need for larger data sets and sample sizes to resolve species limits using neutral loci alone. Conversely, we find increased statistical support for the true species model even for single-locus inferences in the presence of relatively weak selection. Non-model based approaches, such as reciprocal monophyly, will also likely "benefit" from increased resolution afforded by selected genealogies that are more likely to exhibit monophyly (i.e., Fig. 2 ).
Species Tree Inferences can Be Biased Under Some
Conditions of Positive Selection While selection largely reduced error in species delimitation, our simulations revealed an opposite effect on species topology estimates under some conditions. Our analyses of population differentiation under selection provide insight into these behaviors, where we find F ST estimates are often higher between sister taxa Species-A and Species-B than between Species-B and the outgroup (Species-C; Fig. 3a vs. 3b). Simulated genealogies with selection tended to have an overrepresentation of coalescent events between neutrally evolving, non-sister lineages (Species-B and Species-C), and an under-representation of coalescent events between the closely-related sister lineages (Species-A and Species-B, see e.g., genealogy in Fig. 1) . Therefore, selection can bias species tree inferences toward an incorrect topology because gene tree distributions simulated under some scenarios of selection do represent those expected under the multispecies coalescent model (i.e., coalescent events between more distantly-related taxa are more probable; Fig. 2 ) and because selection tends to inflate divergence time estimates that are used to root the topology at the longest branch length with BPP (Fig. 4) .
The effects of selection on species tree estimation are also highly sensitive to the particular simulation conditions-we observe the strongest biases when selection is strong and present at multiple loci, when sample sizes are large, and when lineages diverged recently. Under the most extreme conditions in which 100% of loci were under strong selection, we find that the true rooted species topology is nearly absent from the posterior distribution, such that the incorrect topology is inferred with nearly 100% probability ( Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. S5 available on Dryad). This misleading effect of selection was largely limited to extreme scenarios of strong selection occurring at multiple loci in our shallow and moderate-depth species models, although we also observed increases in P BCA and decreases in P ABC for single and 2-locus data sets in some cases. Importantly, increasing the number of neutral loci appears to effectively overcome this bias, such that topology estimates are relatively robust in many scenarios. For example, species tree estimates are largely unaffected by even strong selection present at 100% of loci for our deep species models ( Supplementary  Fig. S6 available on Dryad).
Does Species-Specific Positive Selection Pose Risks for
Empirical Studies?
The relevance of selection-driven biases in empirical studies is largely contingent on the loci sampled for analyses, and the probability that such loci are under selection. Accommodating ILS as a source of gene tree conflict is imperative for species tree estimation and species delimitation because ILS is inherently linked to the process of speciation and acts on a genomewide scale (Edwards 2009a) . Unlike ILS, the "genomic footprint" of positive selection is thought to comprise only a small proportion of the genome containing alleles that increase the fitness of certain individuals, and surrounding regions that are genetically linked to such loci. It is unclear whether speciation is commonly accompanied by positive selection or not. Debates on this subject have continued over the past century, with some authors suggesting speciation-with-selection is widespread in nature (Mayr 1949; Panhuis et al. 2001; Rundle and Nosil 2005; Schluter 2009 ), and others arguing the opposite (Nei 1976; Nei et al. 1983; Orr and Orr 1996) . Thus, the persistent question of how pervasive the genomic effects of selection are in nature has major bearing on how relevant biases due to selection are for empirical analyses.
Our simulations demonstrate that the impacts of selection can be quite severe, yet the effects of selection were largely limited to specific scenarios of strong selection occurring at multiple loci in the analysis of closely-related species. Importantly, we found that both species tree estimation and delimitation were fairly robust to the presence of even strong selection when as much as 10-20% loci were under selection in 10-locus data sets. Although our simulations revealed strong biases in gene tree distributions simulated under some scenarios of selection, the impacts of selection on downstream inferences appear to behave in a "dosage-dependent" manner, such that any effects are diminished by increasing the proportion of neutral loci. Empirical data sets commonly include hundreds 1088 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 67 to thousands of loci, such that the presence of a small number of positively-selected loci is likely of little consequence for genome-scale analyses, based on our simulations. The proportion of loci that have experienced positive selection likely differs greatly from species to species, but most empirical studies support the idea that only a relatively small fraction of the genome is likely under direct positive selection (i.e., <10% of genomic loci; Voight et al. 2006; Hohenlohe et al. 2010) . For example, comparison of human and chimp genomes revealed that~1.7% and~1.1% of loci have undergone direct positive selection in each lineage, respectively (Bakewell et al. 2007 ). However, some empirical studies have documented evidence of widespread positive selection in nature: >90% of genomic loci are thought to have undergone speciesspecific positive selection in Campylobacter (Lefébure and Stanhope 2009), 30-94% of loci in Drosophilia (Fay et al. 2002) , and 60% of amino acid substitutions in Orychtolagus (Carneiro et al. 2012) . In light of these findings, several authors have proposed a shift toward a selection model of molecular evolution that may better explain these patterns (Hahn 2008; CorbettDetig et al. 2015) . These topics have remained a subject of intense debate among evolutionary biologists and are beyond the scope of this study. Until more examples of widespread positive selection emerges, we expect that coalescent inferences of phylogenetic relationships are relatively robust to the effects of positive selection under most conditions likely to be found in nature.
Our study represents a "first-step" analysis of scenarios of speciation-with-selection in the context of the multispecies coalescent model, and although we have explored a variety of scenarios and conditions, there are many other factors that we were not able to evaluate. Specifically, we restricted our simulations to the study of three-species models to explore the effects of selection across a range of conditions in a tractable manner. Given the relatively short divergence times used in our simulations, our species models may be interpreted as closely-related populations or incipient species in which a single taxon has experienced positive selection following speciation. Because both selection and ILS act in relation to population sizes and divergence times, we expect the impacts of selection will vary with different population sizes and trajectories (i.e., bottlenecks), as well as divergence times. Balancing selection, unlike positive selection simulated in our study, is predicted to have substantially different effects on gene trees (i.e., deeper coalescent times, which may be important considerations for future studies (Takahata and Nei 1990) . We also restricted analyses to a single program (BPP) for computational feasibility and for direct comparisons across simulations. While we expect similar results with other programs, it is notable that there are now a variety of coalescent frameworks that differ in key model assumptions, such as gene tree estimation error, among-locus rate variation, and heterotachy (i.e., substitution rates differ among branches), as well as statistical approaches (i.e., Bayesian vs. maximum likelihood). For example, methods that only use minima of gene tree parameters (i.e., minimized coalescent times) to reconstruct species trees, such as BEST (Liu 2008) , would be predicted to be more heavily influenced by locus-specific effects of selection. Further evaluation of the impacts of selection in such expanded contexts would be valuable because results may differ from what we have found using BPP.
Important avenues for future research include evaluating potential interactions of selection with other evolutionary processes, such as recombination, gene flow, and impacts of other types of selection (i.e., disruptive, convergent, and balancing selection). For example, adaptive convergent evolution at even a small proportion of sites has been shown to mislead gene tree inference (Castoe et al. 2009 ), yet we do not know how biases introduced by these sites may percolate from gene tree to species tree inferences. Although our simulations suggest that neutral loci are largely capable of overcoming signal from positive selection, empirical evidence suggests that information provided by a small number of sites or genes may dominate phylogenomic inferences (Shen et al. 2017 ); these and other concerns are important for understanding how genomic-scale inferences may be influenced by model violations at both site-specific and genealogical levels.
We focused our study on the analyses of sequences linked to a single, positively-selected site whereby the selective pressure is applied immediately after speciation and occurs continuously until the present within a single taxa. Selection, however, often acts to increase genetic linkage among sites and may also involve distant, coevolving loci via epistasis, which could entail further model violations to the assumption of independence among loci required by coalescent methods such as BPP. Genetic linkage and epistasis may therefore lead to a more substantial portion of the genome being effected by selection, and thus increase the effects of selection beyond that observed in our study. Recent analyses of primate genomes illustrate this point, as they suggest that most regions of the hominid genome have been influenced by selection either directly or indirectly (i.e., because of genetic linkage) throughout primate evolution (McVicker et al. 2009; Hobolth et al. 2011; Scally et al. 2012) . Finally, while gene flow can mislead species tree estimation and delimitation (Leaché et al. 2014; Burbrink and Guiher 2015; Solís-Lemus et al. 2016) , we expect that selected loci will provide increased resolution of species histories under scenarios of migration when neutral loci may fail to provide accurate inferences. Although computationally expensive, realistic whole-genome simulations that incorporate selection, recombination, gene flow, and other processes will be necessary to fully evaluate whether species tree estimates and delimitations are robust to more complex-yet perhaps more realisticscenarios of speciation.
CONCLUSION
Questions remain about how pervasive positive selection is in nature, and how many loci it may impact throughout the genome-addressing these questions are of broad relevance for understanding speciation and the evolutionary process, and are also of central importance for predicting the practical relevance of selection-driven effects observed in our study. Our results suggest that coalescent species tree estimation and delimitation can be susceptible to selection-driven biases under certain circumstances, including when lineages are recently diverged, and when selection is more pervasive. However, if selection and its effects are relatively rare on the scale of genomes, empirical inferences are likely to be fairly robust to these violations of the multispecies coalescent model. While larger genomic sampling should overcome biases in species tree estimation due to selection, it would also be feasible to identify and remove loci with evidence of species-specific positive selection prior to analyses-although identifying selected loci can be difficult in practice. Although filtering of data to avoid model violations is one logical approach, counter-arguments to include neutral and selected loci are also logical, at least for species delimitation. For example, it is notable that recent selection tended to reduce error in species delineation in closely-related lineages, leading to higher probabilities of delimiting recently-diverged (presumably locallyadapted) species when selection is occurring. Further, an indirect observation arising from our study is that coalescent species delimitation approaches might be useful for identifying positive selection in multi-locus data sets: one might conduct species delimitation independently for each locus, and loci that provide higher posterior probabilities of species hypotheses may represent targets of selection (as demonstrated in Fig. 5 ). Such an approach would be attractive because it would effectively account for ILS while conducting genomic scans of selection, which is important because measures of population differentiation between lineages are inherently a function of these processes.
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